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Gomuzo Sanitary Masks 50pcs 3-Ply Disposable Face Mask with
Earloop
Gomuzo

$9.99

Quantity

1

ADD TO CART

BUY IT NOW

 SHARE  TWEET  PIN IT

GOMUZO SANITARY MASKS 50PCS 3-PLY DISPOSABLE FACE MASK WITH EARLOOP,
BREATHABLE NON-WOVEN FABRIC MOUTH COVER 

BASIC MASK INFORMATION: 50pcs disposable masks in a box. Color: blue. Mask size: 17.5cm * 9cm, normal size, unisex.IF you have any questions We will do

our best to solve your problem to ensure you get the best shopping experience.

HIGH QUALITY: Our top-quality mouth masks can well protect the health of the respiratory system and protect your breathing. Soft; the 3-ply design uses a cloth

inner layer, filtering middle layer, and non-woven outer layer for premium protection.

FLEXIBLE AND ELASTIC ERABAND: Highly elastic earloops have high elasticity and cover the face from the nose to the chin, achieving a good seal without

tightness.Our nose and mouth masks are soft and gentle on the skin easy to put on and take off.

COZY FIT: With the feature of unfolding and expanding, the face masks will ensure full coverage of your nose and mouth, while the soft elastic ear loops will not

cause discomfort.

COMFORTABLE FIT: Elastic ear loops and adjustable nose clip ensure a comfortable fit. It is suitable for most adults.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Instructions: 

1. Clean your hands with soap and water before touching the mask. 

2. Hold the mask with the stiff bendable strip on top, and the coloured side facing outwards. 

3. Hold the mask by the ear loops, and place a loop around each ear. 

4. Mould or pinch the nose strip to conform to the shape of your nose. 

5. Pull the bottom of the mask over your mouth and chin. 

INVISIBLE PLASTIC NOSE BRIDGE CLIP 

It can be adjusted, fits the face more to block air pollution from above 

 

HIGH ELASTIC EAR STRAP 

High-elasticity strap to reduce discomfort 

 

Effective Water-repellent 

Effective water-repellent, it is able to protect the invasion of most impurities. 

 

Effective Filtering 

Triple Ply protection helps filter dust from entering and exiting cover while not constricting airflow 

 

MELT-BLOWN BURNING TEST 

The melt-blown layer of the mask burns to form a gel-like solid. No flame No soot 

 

3 PLY PROTECTION 

Our face masks are made from non-woven fabric which has cmfortable and breathable, could be wear for a long time without feeling discomfot.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Manufacturer Gomuzo

Part Number MASK50

Item Weight 7.2 ounces

Package Dimensions 7.6 x 4.4 x 3.5 inches
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